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To observe Black History month
we honor Bishop John T. Walker.
The article is by Sally Bucklee.

A sharecropper’s son in Depression-era
Georgia and the great-grandson of slaves, John

in the metropolitan area.
Without question, John Walker was a holy

Thomas Walker (1925-1989) would become a

person and a superb politician. It is not easy to

barrier-breaker, humble statesman, cathedral

deny use of the National Cathedral to the Presi-

builder, prophetic pioneer of civil justice, urban

dent of the United States or reject his choice of a

missionary, ecumenist and very

preacher! But Walker walked surely

beloved bishop. He was the first

on the tightrope between church

Black person to break many barri-

and state. He was sustained by a

ers, including graduating from Vir-

rich faith and beloved for his puck-

ish sense of humor.
A slight, soft-spoken man, his
time when most local facilities
first concern was always people -were still segregated.
his family, the disadvantaged, the
He was a Canon at Washingleft-outs -- and for their rights. He
ton National Cathedral when
quietly influenced Third World bishelected by lay and ordained repops to support the concept of
Bishop John T. Walker
resentatives from every congrewomen as priests and bishops in
gation in the Diocese of Washington to serve as
the worldwide Anglican Communion. The unmet
the Suffragan, or Assisting Bishop, of the most
needs of an increasing population of older people had been a concern of the Diocese for many
visible diocese in the Episcopal Church USA.
years -- a concern which he had inherited from
In 1977 he was elected Diocesan Bishop, a
his predecessor and mentor, Bishop William
role in which he would leave his mark on AmeriCreighton.
can Presidents, world leaders including Bishop
In 1979, the Rev. John Evans -- today a
Tutu of South Africa and many others as well as
Collington resident -- became his Assistant for
small remote churches and large ones here
(Continued on Page 2)
ginia Theological Seminary in a

Ministry on Aging, a department funded by the

Collington’s sales campaign, approach to devel-

Seton Belt Trust, an estate left to St. Barnabas’

opment and the base on which to bond a diverse

Church, Leeland and shared with the Diocese.

community, welcoming people of all races and

In 1981 a piece of land in Prince George’s
County was made available to any religious

religions.
Bishop Walker also wanted to ensure that

body willing to develop it into a community

Collington would never become an enclave of

which offered care to older people.

wealthy people. Thus, the key to being able to

The Rev. Larry Harris, rector of St. Barna-

live in this facility would be owning a home. It

bas, John Evans, Bud Dutton of the Maryland

would provide the "down payment" on a cottage

Parks and Planning Commission and now a

or apartment. The Diocese also made a grant of

Collington resident, and others hoped the Dio-

$250,000 for a “Fellowship Fund” that would en-

cese might step up to the challenge. The donor

sure Collington could meet the standard of eco-

was Homer Gudelsky, one of the wealthiest men

nomic diversity.
At Collington’s dedication in October 1988,
Bishop Walker acknowledged Bishop Creighton’s contribution to the development of Collington and honored him by naming the community
building “Creighton Hall,” which we now call the
Creighton Center.
Bishop Walker died very suddenly the following year at the age of 64 – struck down early and
before he could see the completion of the Washington Cathedral in which he had played such a
prominent role, or the success Collington has
enjoyed in putting into practice the philosophy so
carefully crafted to serve older adults by a man
who respected and loved the human race!

in the metropolitan area, developer of Tyson’s
Corner and other shopping malls. Homer had
made his fortune mining sand and gravel and
constructing roads. His father had been a
Jewish-Polish immigrant and a successful Baltimore junk dealer. The Gudelskys believed in
giving back.
Soon Bishop Walker, Jim Gholson, Harry
Smith, the clergy of St. Barnabas’, Leeland and
Holy Trinity, Collington and others were bouncing about on a Queen Anne School bus visiting
life care communities in Maryland. They came to
agree with Gudelsky that offering care for older
people was the wave of the future. And as
Gudelsky had sensed, a nonprofit, religious or-
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ganization was best suited to manage such a fa-

10450 Lottsford Road, Mitchellville, MD 20721

cility rather than a for-profit body. Although they

Phone: 301-925-9610

talked on the phone many times and signed
many of the same documents, Mr. Gudelsky
and Bishop Walker never met.
Collington, appointed by Bishop Walker and the
founding parishes, drafted a Statement of Philosophy that would become the very essence of
The Collingtonian
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Happy Trails

see wildlife, notably birds and more and more of-

By Edward Behr

ten, deer. The Guide may be found in containers

Collington’s trails extend for two and a quar-

especially designed by Karl Wirth and placed

ter miles around our campus – up hill and down

around the Creighton Center. They are easily

dale, past our lake shores, along streams, and

spotted if you keep an eye out.

across the dam to the opposite side of Collington
Lake.
Elisabeth FitzHugh organizes Saturday
morning trail walks over a variety of routes.
Watch for an announcement of one in February
if the weather man offers a mild Saturday
morning.
Art Longacre specializes in edible plants and
sometimes leads a walk to point out what you
can eat and what to avoid. Although wild blackberry bushes abound, it’s hard to beat the birds
to the ripe fruit.
Georgia Paine-Heldt has taken a particular
interest in the area’s history and the 18th century
Waring graves at the top of the hill overlooking
our campus. These graves are remnants of an
era when Collington’s 128 acres were part of a
tract known as Heart’s Delight, owned and
farmed by the Waring family.
Any of the walks suggested in the Pocket
Guide to Collington’s trails offers a chance to

The picture of the Great Blue Heron which
frequents Collington Lake (above) was snapped
by birder Judith Shaw. Note the two deer in the
background.
Birdlovers regularly hike the trails and paths,
and in the early days of Collington they spotted
156 different species. Judith, in the three years
she has been a resident, has identified 102 species.
The Lake and Trail Committee, headed by
Kenneth Condit, keeps an eye on the health of
Collington Lake and its little island, as well as the
trees and growth along the trails. The committee
advises the Environmental Services Department
of any problems of flooding, tall grasses, unevenness or unwanted growth along the paths.
And it makes suggestions for the placement of
benches where hikers can rest and enjoy the
view, or perhaps watch a tennis match.

A little family takes an afternoon stroll

February 2006
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Don Paradis
Don Paradis, in his Know Your Neighbor talk
last month, took us from his childhood in Rhode
Island to Ethiopia where he was Emperor HailSelassie’s legal advisor and speech writer.
“Always,” he counseled speech writers,
“leave out something you know should be in and
put in something that needs to come out. This
gives the speaker a creative stake.”
The depression years were not kind to the

the route. His old New York colleagues had
turned out to welcome him. If the Emperor
thought the cheers were for him, so be it.
After leaving Ethiopia, and a misadventure in
Libyan oil, Don returned to the law, spending
some years in the London office of a New York
firm and serving as an arbitrator in Europe. In
1992 his wife fell ill and, four years later, died.
Today at Collington, Don enjoys the company
of old friends from Addis and visits from his lady
friend Tita who, he hopes, will one day share
Apartment 341 with him.
F.K.

Paradis family, and when Don was 11 his
mother died in childbirth. An Altar boy in demand
at weddings, Don occasionally got a $1.00 tip;

•

Invite Your Friends to Visit

more often he was happy with 50 cents.
His high school record won him a full scholarship to Wesleyan University. When the war
came he was called up from the U.S. Naval Reserve and graduated from Officer Candidate
School -- a “90-day wonder.” He served aboard
mine sweepers throughout the war.
In San Francisco at war’s end, he met
Elizabeth (Betty) Reid, and on March 15, 1947
they were married, just one year after they had
met. The date, Don hoped, would help him remember his wedding anniversary.
Harvard followed where a professor once remarked that the students on the G.I. Bill got
through by the sweat of their fraus.
The demands of a 90-hour work week at his
Wall Street law firm made a job offer from the
Ethiopian government look tempting and he

Suzanne and Ainslee Embree boarded a
Collington bus last month, were driven to the
Westchester Apartment in Washington where
our Marketing Director Mary Gallivan lives, and
welcomed aboard nine of her neighbors. On the
trip they learned that one member of the group
was a cousin of Bob Willing, one of Collington’s
first residents and the very first one to have
courted and married a bride he met here.
Once arrived, the group lunched with a few
Collington residents, heard about the many advantages of living here and discovered that our
kitchen rates a solid three, if not four, stars.
A tour of the campus and a look at a model
apartment completed the trip before the visitors
returned home.
NOW – if you would like to invite a group of
former neighbors, or members of your church,

went to work for Haile Selassie.
Don told of participating in a parade down
Wall Street in honor of Haile Selassie, when he
heard cries of “Don! Don!” from the crowd lining

or one-time co-workers, or a group of friends,
our Marketing Department would be happy to
arrange a similar visit. Call Mary Gallivan on
Ext. 5009.
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Low Vision Help
By Frances Kolarek
Google “Low Vision Aids” and you are faced with
10,100,000 – that’s over ten million – references. Clearly, the
field is far from neglected.
Among the products described are video magnifiers with
magical names like Aladdin and Merlin. These machines can
help those with failing eyesight to read everything from mail
to the daily newspaper. Printed matter as well as colored pictures scrolled beneath the machine’s lens produce large images on a screen like the one on your television or computer.
(See picture on right.)
A number of Collington residents use such
machines in their own homes. One resident with

So far the
meetings Miriam has held have not been heavily

vision problems tells another, and the word

attended. But beginnings often move slowly, and

passes along the grapevine.

she hopes that the group will grow and attract a

Miriam Tepfer, newly-elected 2nd Vice President of the Residents Association, is making an
effort to introduce some structure into this grapevine. She has already held two meetings to

larger membership as the help it has to offer becomes more widely recognized.
The dates and times of meetings are listed in
The Courier, which people with video magnifiers

which anyone with vision problems was invited.

tell us they can read. And announcements also

Miriam sees these meetings as occasions to ex-

appear on Channel 25.

change helpful hints – and comfort – to fellowsufferers.
Macular degeneration, glaucoma and diabetes are the most common causes of eyesight decline, she says. The astronomical number of references to low vision aids might offer some
comfort to sufferers that their problems are by no
means neglected out there in the world of high
technology.
But right here, close to home, the Low Vision
Group provides a haven for sharing the emotional stress of loss of eyesight as well as the
exchange of practical solutions to everyday
problems.

At the upcoming February 26 meeting, Adam
Sczczepaniak of the Maryland Library for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped will tell what
his organization offers. If you have a friend or
neighbor with vision problems, please remind
them of meetings or talks from which they might
profit.
One last word: The Library contains talking
books and large print Readers Digest fiction as
well as two machines, more than a little outdated. Finding funds to upgrade that old equipment is high on Miriam’s agenda. Suggestions?
February 2006
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Our Unique Floral Arrangements

the Clocktower and in the Creighton Center.
Ria has even come up with a solution to the

By Faith Jackson

problem of what to wear when doing a job that
Collington’s magnificent floral arrangements
take second place to none, but the thirteen
women who create them, and the three more
who are “on call” to step in when needed, work
long hours to provide our lobbies and halls with
the spots of beauty and color we tend to take for
granted. Many, like Lillian Langford and Ada Gilmore, volunteer out of the sheer joy of working
with fresh flowers. Ann Novotsky does the arrangements that go into the Walker Interfaith
Chapel while Roberta Decker and Carolyn
Browning are among others who lend their time

each decorated uniquely with a floral arrangement, have been made especially for the group
and are drop-dead chic!
Every day, six days a week, volunteers may
be seen pushing carts loaded with flowers to
freshen arrangements that may need some repair, watering others, and, when needed, starting
over again. Carolyn Browning, Eileen Henderson, Skip Schaler, Betty Ann Swanson and
Becky Elefante work at this task, as do a number
of others.
Additional demands fall on Committee mem-

and talent.
Ria Hawkins, Co-Chair with Janice Newman
of the Flower Committee, is an organizer supreme. The Flower Committee's secretary is Suzanne Embree and the treasurer is Lynn Klein-

bers to provide flowers for special parties, marketing events and memorial services. There
seem never to be enough hands, enough time,
and sometimes, even, enough flowers.
And then there are holidays. At Easter, at

felder.
Eight residents use their own cars to bring
flowers from the organizations that donate them.
Arnold Klick and Tom and Margaret Aldrich are
often seen unloading floral arrangements at the
Flower Room and Mary Potts has recently joined
the roster. Once the floral arrangements have
arrived, the work begins. Gladys Roell starts
calling the sixteen clippers who trim stems, sort
the flowers by color and store them in the cooler.
Dorothea Woolfolk and Ingeborg Lueders
are faithful members of this group which also
includes Lucille Cronenberg, Ursula Dorpalen
Records are kept of the 20 arrangements
which are created and put in place each week in
The Collingtonian

Thanksgiving and at Christmas the workload
grows heavy as appropriate groupings and
plants are strategically arranged throughout the
buildings. Last December red poinsettias
abounded in spots where flowers are normally
placed. A circle of greens, pine, box and holly,
with a red candle centered, decorated window
sills and the Memorial Board. And in the Ivy
Room the mantel held traditional ropes and
boughs of greens.
Co-chair Janice Newman is a longtime
flower arranger and church worker who brings
experience, artistry and efficiency in addition to

and Joan Lester.
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can turn wet and messy: Handsome aprons,
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her unfailing good cheer and sense of humor.
Janice is a “doer.” She sees what’s needed and
(Continued on Page 7)

Tax Preparation Help
While it is still early, let us tell recent arrivals
about the help that’s available to you in preparing your income tax returns.
Four Collington residents – Roger Dixon, Art
Longacre, Walter Sharp and Jack Yale – are fully
briefed on the deductions for which you qualify
as new Collington residents and will help you
with your return.
Over 30 percent of your monthly payments
can be deducted as a health expense. Our financial officer calculates the proportionate amount
each spring and sends that information out be(Flowers – continued)
goes out and gets it, “at the Dollar store,” she

fore tax time. Most entry fees also qualify for
such a deduction.

laughs. If she sees someone who needs help,

Collington’s tax return experts will be sure

she helps. Any one who has ever tried to keep

you have taken advantage of all these deduc-

up with her knows how quickly she can accom-

tions.

plish a very great deal.

To reciprocate for this favor, you are asked to

These two women are a whale of a combination. Janice directed the Thanksgiving arrangements last year and Ria did most of those at
Christmas.

contribute to one of the funds listed below. Your
contribution is tax deductible.
• The Residents Association Endowment
Fund, income from which helps underwrite our

We asked each what she liked best about the
job, because it is evident that they love working
with flowers. Predictably, they both point to pervasive congeniality. “Everything I know about
flowers I have learned from previous Committee
chairs Ann Holmes and Penny Vickery,” Ria
says, “and I love what I am doing.”
Janice emphasizes the fun of working with
other women, getting to know each other well
and reaching out for new recruits.
Because there is always a job, small or big,

many activities such as concerts, The Collingtonian, and seasonal parties.
• The Employee Education Fund which underwrites scholarships for members of our staff
who qualify.
• The Entry Fee Fund, which assists applicants who qualify with the entry fee.
• The Fellowship Fund, which is there to help
residents who find themselves in reduced circumstances through no fault of their own, with
their monthly fees.

waiting to be done.
•

February 2006
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Cultural Diplomacy
By Louis P. Dolbeare

Speaking without notes, but using as an outline the chapter headings of his book, The First
Resort of Kings: American Cultural Diplomacy in

An enthusiastic Collington audience, contain-

the Twentieth Century, published in 2005, Arndt

ing many old friends of the speaker, heard a

summarized the government’s use of cultural di-

clear, dynamic, eminently audible talk by Rich-

plomacy, starting during the First World War with

ard T. Arndt on cultural diplomacy in January.

the appointment of George Creel as head of the

Mr. Arndt, for many years a leader in the
United States Information Agency (USIA), de-

Committee of Public Information.
Since then cultural diplomacy as practiced by

scribed the long-range mission of cultural diplo-

the U.S. has had a roller-coaster history of

macy as spreading positive images of the cul-

money provided during wartimes and withheld in

tural life of the United States.

peace. The picture, he suggested, is dismal at

Thus the enrollment of more than 350,000
foreign students, the operation of American libraries, and the appointment in U.S. Embassies
of cultural attachés are fundamental components

the present time, although the USIA continues to
be a positive presence, whether large or small.
Viewing the future with fear and hope, Arndt
works valiantly to support cultural diplomacy.

of the program. Fulbright Scholarships for for-

•

eign students to attend colleges in this country
was underlined by Mr. Arndt as the most successful program in the field of cultural diplomacy.

Get Your Passports Here

The Cultural Ambassador, as he might be

By Anne Stone

called, emphasized the significant role – and he



re-emphasized the necessity of long-range pro-

You can apply for (or renew) a passport at

gramming – of cultural diplomacy in re-educating

the new Passport Office in the Largo/Kettering

Germany and Japan following WW II. He noted

Post Office building and you can have your pass-

the importance of the program in helping under-

port photo taken there too. The facility is open on

mine the Soviet Union.

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from

The most important and immediate applica-

11:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.

tion of American cultural diplomacy must be in

To drive there (a distance of 2 miles), turn

Iraq, Mr. Arndt believes. There it is imperative

right on Lottsford Road and cross Route 202.

that the U.S. use the full resources of cultural di-

Go to the first light – Arena Drive – and turn left.

plomacy to project to the Iraqis positive images

Watch for the Postal Service sign on your left.

of how we in the U.S. think of ourselves.

Just beyond it, make a left on Apollo Drive, and a

He deplored the cutting of funds for instruction in Arabic, pointing out that competence in
the language requires at least seven years.

left into the P.O. parking lot, where the traffic
pattern is one-way.
You enter the Passport Office from the parking lot side of the building.
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Retired? Who Said “Retired?”
By Helen Gordon

conducting tours of the Washington National
Cathedral where he is a docent.
–Bill Rioux drives to Rockville five days a

A surprising number of
residents, while simplifying their lives and enjoying the services and surroundings here, continue to pursue active careers or interests away from Collington, paid or
voluntary, full-time or part-time.
The shuttle to New Carrollton regularly takes
passengers bound for Metro trains headed to
downtown Washington. Others prefer to drive.

week to work with a firm dedicated to improving
the lives of students with special needs.
–Sid Sober works a couple of days a week at
the State Department on a research project that
has held his interest for many years.
–Anne Stone is in town at least one day a
week, working with the Women’s Research and
Education Institute. And, she writes for The
Collingtonian.
Apologies to anyone we missed.

Here’s an alphabetical list of Collington residents who have not hung up their hats, put their

•

Attention: Gardeners!

feet up and quit:
–Sally Bucklee works as an independent
consultant for nonprofit organizations throughout
the Middle Atlantic States.
–Ken Burton drives to Sterling, Virginia,
where he works as a software developer for a

The Landscape Committee has scheduled
two seminars where your questions will be expertly answered. Both will be held in the Board
Room, off the Library Reading Room.
At the first, on February 20 between 3 and 4
o’clock, Faith Jackson will discuss how you can

major supplier of travel management services.

make the most of your front garden and back

–Maria Eaves is active in real estate in

patio with the perennials and summer annuals

Washington.
–Robert Farmer has his own property management business in Baltimore.
–Joe Fromm goes to town two days a week

that do best in our area. She will try to answer
your questions about where to get seeds and
plants as well as about ground cultivation.
Vegetable gardening, as well as growing

to broadcast with the Voice of America and par-

fruits and berries, will be the subject of a second

ticipates in a study group of the Johns Hopkins

session on February 21, also from 3 to 4 p.m.,

School of Advanced International studies led by

when a representative of the Hilltop Garden will

Zbigniew Brzezinski.

be on hand to field your questions.

–Jeanne Gart likes to do genealogical re-

The committee has also updated a Guide to

search at DAR headquarters in Washington.

Gardening telling about limits to areas that may

–Kathy Jordan is the Rector of St. John’s
Episcopal Church in nearby Beltsville.
–Bill McGhee dedicates every Tuesday to

be planted and about help available through our
landscape contractors. Copies will be available
at both meetings.
February 2006
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
Visiting children bring with them delight, and

Charles Anderson from Hagerstown, now

we are happy to say, frequent delight. Liz and

happily settled in Cottage 4209, had a 45-year

Sid Sober recently lunched with Jim, a nephew,

long career with the Aerospace industry, during

and his six-year old daughter, Simone. Sid’s at-

which time he and his wife lived in seven differ-

tentiveness to Simone was something to see.

ent places as the Space Program developed.

Bob and Carolyn Browning entertained Anna-

He chose Collington to be close to his daughter

bella Rose Bradley Browning, the six-month-old

in Bowie and because he could visit the Smith-

great-granddaughter, at a visit with Skylar, her

sonian easily via the Metro.

father and Bob and Carolyn’s grandson. Skylar
is art editor for the Independent Newspaper in


Jean Todd has recently ordered for the

Missoula, Montana and Nicole, Annabella’s

Health Services Committee a very handsome

mother, is a dance instructor at the university

red cart which rolls on big black casters. It bears

there.

the name “The Creighton Center Reading and
Care Cart.” Prediction: It’s gonna be called The


Chuck and Loraine Percy are now settled in
Cottage 5012 and Loraine has lost no time in

Big Red Cart – and should be.
The plan is to stock it with books contributed

taking an active part in the Landscape Commit-

by residents, current magazines, some toiletries

tee. Thanks to them we now have 14 new trees

of the kind a sick-abed person might enjoy hav-

around the little pond that separates the 5000

ing, and push it through the wings of our Health

cluster from the 5100. There are five Yoshino

Center on a weekly basis.

cherries, four American maples, three sugar maples and two crepe myrtles to delight the eye.
Diana Kalmus’ show of 41 fantastical pictures, sold 21 of them through agent Hilda Jay.
The $315 commission goes to the Residents As-

box, slot 227, if you’d like to participate.

The Library’s reorganization is moving right
along. Looking through the doors of the main

sociation Endowment Fund.
And the pre-Christmas sales events in the
Clocktower lobby netted $600.

reading room, your eye is now caught by a Duncan Phyfe table, very much like the one you may
remember from home, on which are placed a


The Collingtonian

teers who would enjoy doing this pleasant task.
Please leave a note in Jean Todd’s message
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Now all that is needed is a corps of volun-

random selection of books. For that, thank MarFebruary 2006

cia Behr, co-chair of the Library Committee. In

the periodical reading room, Ann Holmes has re-

has her eye on the changing rooms and the

arranged the storage units to make space on the

space with stationery bikes and lockers.

walls for the dozens of magazines our residents
subscribe to – one of the most visible manifesta-

Dan says she’s very happy here and feels
like a member of the Collington family.


tions of our diversity – ranging as they do from
Atomic Physics to Zoos.
And in the corner stands a handsome break-

The Collingtonian invites anyone with experience in writing or editing to attend its monthly

front, the gift of a resident, restored to luster by

meeting. The time has recently been changed

Anne Stone who noticed that when the piece

to the first Friday of each month at 2 p.m. in the

was moved, the top section had been placed up-

Board Room (off the Library reading room).
All committee meetings are open to residents

side down!
But most delightful, is the biography room,

at Collington. Watch the Courier for dates and

the brain child of co-chair Faith Jackson. In this

drop by to test the water. You may be tempted to

quiet corner, screened from all traffic, is a cozy

jump right in.


spot where a reader can sit in an easy chair, a
lamp at his shoulder, and enjoy an interval of

Photography has come a long way since your

peace and quiet. There’s nothing like it any-

father came home with a Kodak Brownie, pains-

where else in Collington.

takingly loaded it with a roll of film and shot 12


Jeanne Gart has collected close to fifty pho-

pictures as you and the rest of the family looked
toward the sun and tried not to squint. Today,

tographs of Collington residents hobnobbing with

photography is art and museums vie to collect

Heads of State. These will be framed and hung

the works of everybody from Matthew Brady to

in the corridor opposite the Ivy Room, but not all

Man Ray.

at the same time. A select group will hang for a

The stunning photographs currently mounted

few weeks, to be replaced by a new selection –

in our corridor galleries are the work of members

rotating the personalities.

of the Bowie-Crofton Camera Club. Three of

Prospective residents, as well as the rest of
us, will be impressed with the range of Presidents, Kings and other rulers that have been
part of the lives of our residents.


them came from our own Pat French, of which
two are labeled. The third shows two skaters.
The show was curated and mounted by photographer Ann Krumrein, who also leads the exercise classes in our auditorium. Ann, we are

The Fitness Center shines with a coat of yel-

sorry to report, suffered an illness that prevented

low paint brightening things up no end. Dan Cel-

her from completing the labeling job and produc-

dron, head of the gym, has wanted to spruce the

ing a folder with further descriptive material. We

place up ever since she got here.

wish her a rapid recovery and hope the project

Members of the Pool and Fitness Committee
worked together to create a new look. Now Dan

will soon be completed.
February 2006
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Also . . .

No, Daisy Sue, the Peruvian national anthem
is not “Inka, Dinka Doo.”

By Layne Beaty

•
Punxatawney Phil
Groundhog celebrity.

Thirty days hath September

Miriam Tepfer knows some children who
think their grandparents live at the airport.
Maybe they do, just about.
•

April, June and November.
All the rest have thirty-one
Except the one I can’t remember.
•
Maybe the list of honorees for this month’s

If some of your best friends seem scarce
lately, maybe they are up to their clavicles in income tax returns for other residents and neighbors lacking the needed skills.
•

party won’t be as long as usual. Fewer to learn
how to pronounce.

Memorable Mots
•

The New Year’s Party accordionist last

“Doctor Livingstone, I presume?”

month was in good form as usual. Stomach

“Lafayette, we are here.”

Steinway? Nah.

“We’ve got to stop meeting like this.”
•

“What? Me worry?”

Remember? – When a belly dancer per-

•

formed for us at dinner on Walter Ristow’s birth-

Herb Gordon, a notable wordsmith himself,

day? When Gail Kohn (then our executive direc-

sends this from Will Rogers: “We would certainly

tor), roller bladed into the annual Fellowship

slow the aging process down if it had to work its

Fund Dinner? When Collington Lake got its plas-

way through Congress.”

tic bottom? When we had regattas of model
skipjacks with guest model builders from Solomon’s Island? When the Clocktower played a
few minutes of popular tunes twice a day?
•
We gave Jim Potts’ new book French Covert

•
If you never sausage a critter as Punxatawney Phil, maybe there’s a reason.
•
Collingtonians have ways of showing their
feelings. For instance, they don’t like movies

Action in the American Revolution a good review

with lots of violence. None in the one about pan-

in an earlier issue. Further reading reveals that

das, though. It was a winner.
•
Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.
•
“Howya’ doin’?”
“Compared to what?”
•

gentlemen do, indeed, read each others’ mail.
Lafayette WAS here, as every school child hears
about, but he was not a part of the derring-do recounted in Jim’s book.
•

